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In medicine, patients can obtain real benefits from a sham treatment. These benefits are known as the placebo

effect. We report two experiments (Experiment I: N = 369; Experiment II: N = 100) demonstrating a placebo

effect in adaptive interfaces. Participants were asked to solve word puzzles while being supported by no

system or an adaptive AI interface. All participants experienced the same word puzzle difficulty and had no

support from an AI throughout the experiments. Our results showed that the belief of receiving adaptive AI

support increases expectations regarding the participant’s own task performance, sustained after interaction.

These expectations were positively correlated to performance, as indicated by the number of solved word

puzzles. We integrate our findings into technological acceptance theories and discuss implications for the

future assessment of AI-based user interfaces and novel technologies. We argue that system descriptions can

elicit placebo effects through user expectations biasing the results of user-centered studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A medical placebo, a sham treatment (e.g., a sugar pill without active ingredients), can improve a
patient’s subjective condition [29, 44] without treating the patient with an active substance or spe-
cific procedure. Such a placebo can alleviate pain [60] or support the treatment of ailments [3, 48],
thereby providing an effective medical treatment without an illness-specific mechanism of effect.
The only critical determinant of the placebo effect is the patient’s expectation in the placebo’s
efficacy, leading to a positive evaluation after treatment [72, 95].

Regardless of its usefulness to treat ailments, the placebo effect obscures the evaluation of novel
medical interventions. A novel cure could be evaluated positively only due to the expectation of
improvement. Therefore, medical studies employ placebo-control when evaluating a novel treat-
ment. Treatments are deemed effective only if their effect is larger than a placebo-control. The
improvement caused by a specific treatment has to exceed the improvement brought about by ex-
pectations alone. This placebo-control is widely implemented in other scientific fields that evaluate
human responses, such as psychological treatment [6], sport science [77], and even visualization
research [12]. However, it is not the norm when evaluating the effectiveness of novel human–
machine interfaces.
What would the placebo effect inHuman-Computer Interaction (HCI) look like? Novel tech-

nological systems are evaluated by presenting systems to users and measuring their responses (see
Figure 1(a)). A placebo effect in HCI would consist of a system to be judged as more usable or to re-
turn better task performance after interaction because participants have heightened expectations
in the system’s capabilities prior to the interaction. In medicine, expectations of improvement are
controlled for by giving a non-active substance to participants who are led to believe that the sub-
stance is active and will have an effect. The participants will not know whether they have been
given the active treatment (e.g., a painkiller) or an inactive substance (e.g., a sugar pill). In HCI,
participants often recognize the system or technique and can tell apart the experimental condi-
tions, e.g., a novel AI-system against a baseline system (see Figure 1(a)). Instructions might even
explicitly describe the novelty of the evaluated systems and, hence, set participants’ expectations.
Thus, a placebo effect in HCI would consist of a participant’s favorable evaluation in terms of ef-
fectiveness after the interaction. This includes an improvement of task performance in the absence
of an active system (e.g., thinking an AI would support users even when No Adaptivity is given,
see Figure 1(c)). The current work investigates to what extent descriptions of systems can alter
subjective evaluations and task performance in user studies.
Previous HCI studies have demonstrated that a placebo can improve user experience. In games,

fake power-up elements that make no difference to gameplay [20], and sham descriptions of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) adaptation increase the self-reported game immersion [18]. In social media,
providing control settings for prioritizing items in one’s news feed can result in higher subjective
ratings of user satisfaction, evenwhen these control settings do not influence anything [100]. Sham
design elements thus affect the pleasantness of the experience with interactive technologies. We
are unaware, however, of any evidence for a placebo effect in HCI on personal effectiveness after
interaction or objective task performance, similar to placebos in medical trials.
The current work investigates if a sham treatment (i.e., a placebo), as operationalized by system

descriptions, can influence subjective and objective metrics of effectiveness when engaging with
a system. Drawing from placebo-theory in psychology and medicine [3, 6, 60, 95], we systemat-
ically list HCI studies controlling for placebo effects. We then provide a literature search on the
consideration of placebo effects in HCI. Motivated by the classification of the search results (see
Figure 1), we ran two experiments manipulating system descriptions [24] aligning with placebo-
theory [6, 29, 95] (see Figure 1(c)).
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Fig. 1. Flow charts comparing conventional and placebo-controlled studies. (a): Conventional user studies
comparing novel systems with a baseline do not take the potential presence of a placebo into account, which
may be responsible for the perceived superiority of the novel system. (b): Instead, comparing a novel system
with a system that pretends an alleged novel functionality does reveal if the actual novel system has an effect.
(c): A placebo effect in the study measures is present if the alleged novel system is considered superior to a
conventional baseline.

We provided participants with different descriptions of an adaptive AI that supports the com-
pletion of a word puzzle task following the example of previous studies [18, 20, 100]. We compare
the participants’ evaluations and task performance to control conditions. We realized this by in-
structing participants that a novel AI-based systemwould analyze their webcam image and choose
word puzzles (see Figure 2), varying in difficulty to optimize their task performance. In reality, all
participants underwent the same procedure—No Adaptivity was always provided where no adap-
tation took place. Note that different definitions of AI exist (for a range of potential definitions and
conceptualizations, see [40, 63, 79]). Here, we see AI as a machine learning-based algorithm that
is capable of processing and integrating complex data (e.g., a video feed) to make decisions. Input
and output resemble human decision-making (e.g., seeing arousal in the face of a participant and
giving an easier item). In our experiments, only the implementation of expectations by our system
descriptions and not the concept of adaptation was critical.
In two online experiments, we investigated the expectancy-placebo effect of system descriptions

for a between-subjects (i.e., Experiment I) and within-subjects (i.e., Experiment II) design. In Exper-
iment I, we tested two versions of an adaptive AI system against a No Adaptivity-condition. Thus,
a third of participants received a description of a Physiology-based Adaptation, AI-based assistance
system adjusting the word puzzle difficulty using the video feed of the participant webcam. An-
other third received a description of an Error-based Adaptation, where the word puzzle difficulty
was adapted based on task errors. Here, erroneous responses would simplify the following ques-
tions and correct responses increase the difficulty. The final third of participants were told that they
would not receive any support, hence receiving No Adaptivity at all. While the Error-based Adap-
tation condition presents a control condition of an AI system description in which participants
could validate the adaptive system, the Physiology-based Adaptation presents a placebo condition—
a description of an AI-based system that has been employed in several HCI studies [18, 20, 100].
Experiment II compared a Physiology-based Adaptation to a No Adaptivity condition in a more
controlled within-subjects study.
Experiment I found increased user expectations for Physiology-based Adaptation and Error-based

Adaptation system descriptions. However, we did not find a significant effect between the system
descriptions and the error rate, showing that the objective performance was not impacted using
different systemnarratives. To investigate further if individual expectations are responsible for this,
Experiment II used a within-subject design to control for potential subjective differences. Here, we
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utilized the No Adaptivity and Physiology-based Adaptation condition, showing a placebo effect on
the subjective performance ratings when using Physiology-based Adaptation. Again, no statistical
significant effect was found for the error rate, suggesting that placebo effects of AI systems do not
affect objective measures but are instead impacting subjective measures.

CONTRIBUTION STATEMENT

This article makes two contributions: Inspired by a literature search on placebo elements in HCI
studies, we demonstrate a placebo effect in HCI in two experiments: (1) In a word puzzle task,
we present participants with three different system descriptions suggesting improvements in the
subjective performance ratings after interaction. (2) We then discuss the implications of a placebo
effect in evaluation studies of AI and other systems and show how user expectations can be as-
sessed and controlled for in between- and within-subject experimental designs.

2 RELATEDWORK

First, we present standard measures that assess the usability and acceptance of novel user inter-
faces. Next, we describe research on adaptive AI-based interfaces. Finally, we provide a systemic
literature survey summarizing research in the domain of placebo effects in HCI.

2.1 User Expectations

User expectations concerning satisfaction are particularly relevant when evaluating novel technol-
ogy. If interaction matches the user’s prior expectations, user interfaces are typically considered
more favorably [15, 98, 102] (e.g., an adaptive system supporting task completion) in terms of user
satisfaction. Disconfirmed expectations (e.g., when an innovative technology makes task comple-
tion harder or does not add support) can produce adverse effects concerning user satisfaction
and can be the primary factor in the rejection of a novel technology [65]. This has been shown
in survey-based methods [15, 98, 102] and also experimentally [4, 39, 78]. In a gaming context,
Michalco et al. [69] primed users with positive, neutral, or negative game ratings to investigate
how knowledge about ratings influences the user’s assessment of the game. Their results show
that a positive prime can foster more positive ratings after playing the game if user expectations
are confirmed, but also that dis-confirmation of expectation leads to even stronger contrasting
effects on ratings, i.e., positively primed. Still, unenjoyable games are rated to be more negative.
Therefore, providing users with prior knowledge on the satisfaction of others can significantly
influence user evaluation. In line with this, Hollis et al. [41] and Costa et al. [13] showed that
providing users with made-up positive feedback on their physiological state (e.g., electrodermal
activity or heart rate) can influence their subjective emotional state [41] and can be used to reduce
feelings of anxiety [13]. The focus of these studies was on user satisfaction with the interactive
technology or well-being in response to fake feedback. In our study, we implemented expectations
with regard to the effectiveness of the system that if sustained after interaction can be considered
placebo effects. Although user satisfaction and effectiveness are correlated [42], it is unclear to
which extent user expectations are manipulated.

Also, Spiel et al. investigated the priming of two difficulty adaptations of a TETRIS game, where
the speed of falling pieces is actively adapted based on the player’s performance and eye move-
ments. The participants were divided into two groups, where one group was informed about the
difficulty adaptations while the other was not. The authors found significant differences in the
brick fall speed between both groups, implying that prior framing of the participants can result in
changing playing performances. While the authors used a functional adaptation throughout their
conditions, the question of how a suggested but non-functional placebo affects user expectations
remains open.
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2.2 Usability and Assessment of Adaptive User Interfaces

How can we infer if one technology is better than another? In user studies, subjective measures
for acceptance and usability such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [15, 16, 101],
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [46], or the NASA Task

Load Index (NASA-TLX) [38] for the measurement of workload, are widely used metrics in the
field of HCI [37]. However, such subjective measures are prone to subjective biases. They require
the participant’s ability to think back and evaluate the interaction with the UI can be susceptible to
socially desirable responding (e.g., see [59, 75] or confirmation-bias [76]). Objective measures such
as task completion time, error rates, or physiological measures (e.g., heart rate) are less affected by
such biases [99].

The adaptation of UIs has become an integral part of interactive systems to satisfy the user’s
goals, widen the user base, and extend the system’s lifespan [8]. User-centric adaptation can span
from the content or the interface format and the different user input modalities. For example,
one can adapt letter presentation in an E-reader to alpha oscillations; an indicator of workload in
the electroencephalogram [55], reduce the number of interaction possibilities with the number of
errors made by the user [45], or adapt the interface to the mood of the user [61]. Further examples
include the user’s context [90] and their interaction performance as well as their physiology [56]
serving as implicit measurements for user interface adaptations. Many user interfaces base their
adaptations on AI-methods. The availability of large-scale user data allowed recent advances in
machine learning and neural networks to make robust predictions about user-related issues during
interaction. This includes adaptations based on the user’s perceived workload [53–55], emotions
[5, 52], and interaction difficulties due to the complex visualization of UI elements [51]. AI-based
adaptive interfaces optimize usability by linking the system design to user input [43], where the
overall goal of user interface adaptations is the improvement of the interaction efficiency and
perceived usability [43]. However, previous placebo research [22, 80, 96, 100] indicated that the sole
description of a non-functional adaptive system can positively increase user satisfaction without
system functionality. Garcia et al. [33] showed that adding an animation that supports a user’s
mental model can increase performance ratings of a system, even if it performs objectively in the
same manner or even worse than the non-animated system. Therefore, descriptions of systems
can be regarded as a potential placebo, if aside from perceived effectiveness the task performance
is susceptible to such manipulations [22, 32].

Although previous work successfully demonstrated placebo effects in difficulty-adapting video
games, the systematic investigation of placebo effects on user expectations has received little at-
tention in HCI research. We argue that unintentionally manipulating the user’s expectancy, which
is a necessary condition for placebo effects, is likely to manipulate the results of HCI studies on
a larger scale. This placebo effect is potentially biasing conclusions in novel and high-expectancy
areas such as interaction with AI. We address this research gap by presenting two experiments
investigating the impact of user expectations and placebo effects on user experience measures and
user performance.

2.3 A Placebo Effect in User-Centered Studies

We performed a systemic literature search to identify previous work concerning placebo effects
in HCI. We used the regular expression (“placebo” AND “placebic” ) to search for relevant publi-
cations in the ACM Digital Library that investigated placebo effects in HCI studies. This includes
publications frommore than 50 journals and proceedings of more than 170 conferences. Our initial
query resulted in 420 publications that we further narrowed down by excluding those situated in
the medical field, which briefly mentioned placebos as a medical or psychological science method.
The resulting dataset contained 27 publications (see Table 1).
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Table 1. HCI Studies Retrieved from the Literature Search

Category N Studies

Placebo-Control 4 [35, 71, 97, 110]
Placebo Study 12 [18, 20, 22, 23, 28, 82, 100, 106, 109, 109]
Acknowledge Placebo Effects as a Confound 11 [1, 7, 10, 21, 47, 64, 74, 83, 86, 91, 94, 104]

We categorize the studies into (a) studies that employed a placebo-control, (b) studies that specifically investigate the

existence of a placebo effect, and (c) studies that conclude with a need for placebo-controls.

We identified three types of HCI user studies that account for the potential influence of placebo
effects (see Figure 1(a)). First (N = 12), some studies entertained the possibility of placebo effects
within their or other studies (see Figure 1(a)). Second (N = 4), some studies employed placebo-
controls (see Figure 1(c)), comparing user evaluations of a sham-treatment/system against a func-
tional system, e.g., a non-functional brain-computer interface against a functional brain-computer
interface [22]. Third, and most importantly, some studies (N = 11) compared a sham treatment
against a baseline condition. These studies were designed specifically to provide evidence of a
placebo effect in HCI studies. They employed system descriptions to implement a placebo, describ-
ing a function of a system that was not implemented. In line with practices in psychology [6],
and Medicine [29], we will use the term “placebo-studies” to refer to studies that employ a sham-
treatment and compare it to a baseline condition, and “placebo-controlled studies”, studies that
compare a sham-treatment against a functional system.
Placebo studies in HCI suggest that user evaluations of technology can be biased by knowledge

and expectations about a given system. Vaccaro et al. [100] demonstrated that when giving users
an illusory control with buttons supposedly intelligently regulating social media content, these
elements increase feelings of control and trust in a system. Rutten and Geerts [88] demonstrated
this for the evaluation of novel systems, which is a prominent case in HCI. In an experimental
design, they compared two haptic touch devices. They could show that ratings of attractiveness and
pleasure post-interaction can largely be attributed to the perceived novelty of a system. Therefore,
evaluation can be strongly affected by descriptions of the system.
Also, more specific evaluation dimensions such as immersion and heart rate seem to be affected

by knowledge or belief about a system. Denisova et al. [19, 20] told players that a game adapted
the difficulty to their performance, even though no adaptation took place. The players receiving
this sham system description judged the game to be more immersive. In a similar experiment,
Duarte et al. [22, 23] found that players’ heart rates increased in response to sham game elements
that allegedly empowered the game character. Paepcke and Takayama [80] implemented a similar
placebo manipulation in a study of two robot interfaces. They described an interface with differing
levels of functionality; one with a lot of features, the other with only a few. However, the partici-
pants were using the same interface. The participants preferred interaction with the feature-rich
robot as compared to the robot with only minor features.
In sum, these studies indicate that descriptions of a system can be considered placebo in user-

centered evaluations of usability. As technology is typically evaluated in terms of usability and
interaction efficiency, we operationalize a placebo effect in terms of different system descriptions
that affect our measured metrics. Changes in metrics could be due to an interaction with the al-
leged AI system, including the percentage of correct answers or subjective ratings of the user’s
performance after interaction with the AI.

3 EVALUATING PLACEBO EFFECTS OF AI IN USER STUDIES

We conducted two experiments to evaluate the placebo effect in Human-AI interfaces. Previous
research shows that placebos can be induced by social learning [50] (e.g., observing someone else
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Table 2. Experimental Conditions and Their Assigned Properties

Transparency Complexity Interactivity

No Adaptivity High Low Low
Error-based Adaptation High Low High
Physiology-based Adaptation Low High High

No Adaptivity and Error-based Adaptation convey a transparent functionality while maintaining a

low complexity. In contrast, the Physiology-based Adaptation provides a low transparency and high

complexity.

improving), classical conditioning (e.g., associating an inert pill with relaxation) [30], or verbal
information (e.g., expert instructions) [95]. Motivated by the literature survey, we sought to induce
a placebo effect by manipulating system descriptions. Both experiments were conducted remotely
and were started by launching a web app in a browser. Participants were asked to solve word
puzzles with varying difficulties. In the first experiment, we explored how informing participants
about experiencing an alleged Difficulty Adaptivity can change the user’s expectations, subjective
performance ratings, and objective task performance. In the second experiment, we tested the
placebo effect by comparing subjective performance ratings and objective performance in a control
condition and a Physiology-based Adaptation condition within-subjects. Regardless of the assigned
adaptivity, the task difficulty remained constant in all studies, i.e., no changes to the task difficulty
took place at any time. Understanding whether expert instructions can prompt placebo effects
would enable researchers to control or correct for their influence in future evaluations.

Our studies investigated the following research question and hypotheses:

RQ: Do system descriptions confound the evaluation of adaptive systems?

We investigated the following hypotheses to answer this research question:

H1: User expectations can be manipulated by a description of an adaptive AI system.
H2: User performance and performance ratings can be manipulated by a description of an
adaptive system.
H3:Workload decreases when participants believe they are being supported by an adaptive
AI system.

3.1 General Study Approach

We performed two experiments to investigate the hypotheses and answer the research questions.
In Experiment I, we examined the possibility of a placebo effect using a between-subject de-
sign: Participants were informed about all possible adaptation scenarios (e.g., No Adaptivity vs.
Physiology-based Adaptation) beforehand and were then told which of these conditions they would
be assigned to. The between-subject design was to ensure that probing the functionality of one
system did not interfere with evaluating the other. In Experiment II, we ran a within-subject experi-
ment. This would allow users to experience a non-functional assistance system against an allegedly
functional system by each participant, hence increasing statistical power and experimental control.
In detail, participants could compare their performance for the Physiology-based Adaptation and
the No Adaptivity. Here, we could investigate if a placebo effect of AI emerged even when the
baseline and placebo-control conditions were known.

4 EXPERIMENT I: EXPLORING THE PLACEBO EFFECT OF AI

This experiment presents an experimental between-subject design to explore the possibility of a
placebo effect in Human-AI interfaces. We describe our experimental design below.
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4.1 Experimental Design and System Description

The experiment was conducted remotely using a web app. Participants were instructed that they
had been selected for one out of three Adaptivities, and that their task was to solve word puzzles of
varying task difficulty compromising our manipulation of the system description. They were ad-
vised that the difficulty of the word puzzles would be adapted according to the assigned Adaptivity.
Each participant processed the same word puzzles in a randomized order without any difficulty
adjustments. The participants were informed about the presence of all Adaptivities before the ex-
periment. We have intentionally decided to inform the participants about all available conditions
before asking them for their anticipated task performance and expectations using the assigned
Adaptivity. Hence, the participants can compare their expectations, provided by the description of
the assigned Adaptivity, against the other two Adaptivities.
The participants were informed about the presence of all conditions before starting the experi-

ment, as is standard practice in medical studies. However, we also disclosed the assigned adaptivity
to the participants sincewewere investigating the AI placebo effect of knowing an allegedworking
treatment (i.e., Error-based Adaptation or Physiology-based Adaptation), compared to the baseline
(i.e., No Adaptivity). The system descriptions were shown to all participants before assigning them
randomly to one. We summarize the system descriptions below. Table 2 shows an overview of
the conditions and their assigned properties manipulating the participants’ expectations, i.e., a
non-blinded between-subjects design with the three following groups:

No Adaptivity: The participants were told that no assistant was selected to adjust the difficulty
of the word puzzles. The task difficulty was randomized and was not influenced by the user’s
performance or physiological responses. Therefore, no changes in task difficulty took place. This
condition served as a control.

Error-based Adaptation: Adapting the task difficulty according to the task performance is an es-
tablished paradigm [31, 93] enabling the user to self-validate the functionality of the task difficulty
adaptation. Participants were told the task difficulty would be adjusted according to the number of
errors they made, so that correct answers would increase the task difficulty and a streak of wrong
answers would trigger decreased difficulty. This condition presents a control condition concerning
validation of system functionality by the user, i.e., the user could check whether an error resulted
in the algorithm choosing an easier item in the subsequent trial. In contrast to the Physiology-
based Adaptation, the Error-based Adaptation allows participants to self-validate their results, i.e.,
the algorithm that reflects the item choice of the system is specified.

Physiology-based Adaptation: Participants were informed about the presence of a physiology-
based adaptation of an AI, changing the word puzzle difficulty by analyzing the heart rate [62,
68] and emotions via facial expressions [25] (i.e., an AI-based adaptation). A scientifically valid
explanation was provided in the system descriptions to the participants to convince them of the
efficacy of the physiologically based approach. The participants were told that changes in heart
rate [67, 81] and perceived emotions [84] are correlated to cognitive demand and stress-levels that
can be captured using a webcam, and that an AI (i.e., neural network) aggregates those twometrics
to calculate the currently perceived cognitive workload and stress level. The difficulty of the word
puzzles was then supposedly adapted according to these measures to optimize user performance.
The participant’s webcam was activated, and the camera picture could be viewed and validated by
the participant during the experiment to ensure that its functionality was being utilized. No data
from the camera was recorded or transmitted. Participants were also assured that the processing
of the video stream took place on the device itself. The exact algorithm that reflected the word
puzzle difficulty was not specified.
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Fig. 2. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three Adaptivities. Each word puzzle had a time
limit of 45 seconds, upon which the experiment continued with the next word puzzle. (a): Participants either
learned that the task difficulty was not adapted at all or was adapted according to the number of correct and
wrong answers in a staircase model. The correct word was “PERSON”. (b): We explained that the difficulty
was adapted using an AI, which uses the camera image to deduce workload and stress-levels. An animation
pretended a constant analysis where the camera feed could be viewed. The correct word was “RADIO”.

Both the Physiology-based Adaptation and the Error-based Adaptation are AI interventions.
While the Physiology-based Adaptation is described as a complex non-linear and non-traceable al-
gorithm, the Error-based Adaptation is traceable and verifiable by the participant. Previous research
showed that the mental model of a system is crucial for manipulating performance ratings [33].
Therefore, we compare both descriptions of theoretically simple verifiable algorithms (i.e., Error-
based Adaptation) to a more complex but supposedlymore intelligent system (i.e., Physiology-based
Adaptation).

4.1.1 Task Description and Apparatus. The experiment was remotely conducted via a web app
in the participant’s web browser. Each interaction took place in the browser, including the exper-
imental instructions and the system descriptions. The participant’s demographics, consent, task
performance, and self-report measures were logged exclusively on the server. The participants
were then randomly selected for one of the three aforementioned conditions after explaining each
of them.
The experiment presented participants with word puzzles to solve. Each puzzle consisted of a

randomized sequence of characters, which they had to select in the correct order to spell an Eng-
lish word. Their selection was incrementally displayed in a text field above this random sequence.
Upon selection, characters were removed and thus could not be selected again. After choosing all
available characters the puzzle ended, and the next word puzzle was presented. A visible time limit
of 45 seconds was set for each trial. The participant’s responses were automatically recorded when
the last character was selected or after the 45 seconds, whichever came first. The Adaptivity condi-
tion was displayed throughout the experiment. This word puzzle task allowed us to modulate the
task difficulty noticeably for participants (i.e., through the number of presented characters) while
not revealing the correct answer immediately. Figure 2 depicts an example of the word puzzles for
each condition.
Overall, participants solved 20 different word puzzles during the experiment. All participants

received the same word puzzles, presented in random word order and a randomized arrangement
of characters. Hence, the participants solved 20 word puzzles in every condition. The word pool in
Experiment I consisted of the same 20 words. Greater task difficulty was defined by increased word
lengths, where the word length was normally distributed (i.e., between three and eight characters).
Words were selected from the Oxford 50001 list, which contains the essential English basic words.

1www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/wordlists/oxford3000-5000 - last access 2022-04-10.
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Fig. 3. The study procedure of Experiment I.

The rules of the word puzzle were well-defined and had an unambiguous solution. The game rules
were explained to the participants while the game complexity was varied through the number
of displayed characters (i.e., higher number of characters lead to a higher task complexity) and
the familiarity rating of the words. Hence, the game difficulty could be quickly varied to suggest
difficulty adaptations to the player.

4.1.2 Measures. After informing the participants about the Adaptivity they had been assigned
to, we asked them about their expected performance of the Adaptivity on a seven-point Likert
scale: “You are in the group where the word puzzles are adjusted by your task performance. Do
you think you will do better compared to the other groups?”.2 This quantified the effect of our
system description manipulation [17]. When solving the word puzzles, we measured the required
time in seconds and the number of errors for each answer. An error was logged whenever a wrong
word was chosen by selecting the last remaining character, or when the time limit of 45 seconds
was up. We employed the raw NASA-TLX [37, 38] questionnaire after the experiment to measure
the perceived workload.

4.1.3 Procedure. The course of the study was explained to the participants by visiting a web
page that described the evaluation of an intelligent online assistant. Afterwards, participants pro-
vided consent in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. Then, we explained the three adaptiv-
ities. This was followed by demographic questionnaires, including the participant’s self-estimated
technical competence and belief in improved performance over the other two adaptivities, which
was probed on a seven-point Likert scale, respectively. Next, a validation of the participant’s un-
derstanding of the placebo stories was conducted. Participants were asked to fill out three multiple-
choice questions that tested their understanding of the intention of the study, modulation of task
difficulty, and the available adaptivities (see Appendix). This information was later used to exclude
participants who misconceived the study details. Before the quiz, participants were randomly as-
signed to one of the three adaptivities. Following that, they were asked to solve the 20 word puzzles
and to fill in a NASA-TLX questionnaire [37, 38]. The experiment took approximately 15 minutes.
The participants were debriefed regarding the deception after the experiment. They could then
choose if they wanted to withdraw their data or still provide them for further processing. The
experiment procedure is depicted in Figure 3. The German Psychological Society (DGPs) and
the local institutional ethics board provided ethical approval for the study.3

4.2 Participants

We used Prolific to recruit participants for our study. In Experiment I, we set the filter criteria
to native speakers from the US and the UK. We used the same filter criteria for Experiment II
as in Experiment I in addition to excluding participants from Experiment I4. Participants were

21 = I will perform much worse; 7 = I will perform much better.
3Ethical assessment ID: EK-MIS-2020-023.
4https://prolific.co.
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compensated with nine Pounds per hour. We removed participants who did not pass the valida-
tion questions or who completed the word puzzle in a very short time. Subsequently, participants
providing invalid data were removed from the analysis and did not receive compensation. A total
of 349 participants completed our experiment successfully. The data were cleaned before analy-
sis. Participants who did not answer all three validation questions correctly, achieved less than
10% of correct answers in the word puzzles (i.e., two answers or fewer), took less than 100 sec-
onds to complete all puzzles, or did not answer the word puzzles or questionnaires completely
were excluded from the data analysis. Participants were compensated with three British pounds
for their participation. Of the 369 participants, 75 (21.48%) did not carefully read the instructions
as they could not answer all three questions regarding the system descriptions. Furthermore, 16
participants (4.58%) did not comply with our instructions and solved less than 2 of the 20 word
puzzles, 3 of whom (0.86%) did run through in a reasonable time frame, but they were therefore still
excluded from our statistical analysis. This left 255 (69.11%) participants after preprocessing the
data. A total of 166 participants were female, 80 were male, 4 identified with another gender, and
1 participant preferred not to disclose their gender. On average, participants were of medium age
(M = 32.13; SD = 12.41) and living in English-speaking countries. Participants rated their technical
competency with novel technologies on a seven-point Likert scale, all reporting a medium to good
proficiency with technological systems (M = 4.61; SD = 1.30). A total of 84 participants were briefed
with No Adaptivity, 93 received the Error-based Adaptation, and 78 obtained the Physiology-based
Adaptation narrative5.

4.3 Analysis

In the following, we analyze differences between the three groups regarding their subjective and
objective performance indices. We will test for the effects of our manipulation by comparing each
adaptive condition to the No Adaptivity condition Mann–Whitney U-tests or Wilcoxon-rank test
for paired samples. We will test user expectations before and after interaction with the system
in a rank-aligned repeated-measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [49]. Follow-up analysis is
based on Bonferroni-corrected ART-C contrasts [26]. Correlations for Likert-type scales (ordinal)
are estimated using Spearman’s rank-order correlations. The No Adaptivity always compromises
the baseline for all measurements. NULL-hypotheses relevant for our main research questions are
evaluated using Bayes factors computed using the BayesFactor package [73] or JASP [105]6.

4.4 Subjective Evaluation

We analyzed the self-assessed subjective task performance before and after the word puzzle quiz,
contrasting each assistance condition and the control-condition as a between-subjects factor. If
system descriptions change expectations and the evaluation of effectiveness, we would expect
mean differences in performance expectancy in favor of the Physiology-based Adaptation and Error-
based Adaptation conditions as compared to the No Adaptivity-condition to carry to performance
ratings after the interaction.
In accordance with our hypothesis, the narrative of the adaptivity did affect the users’ subjective

estimates of task performance prior to solving the word puzzles for the Error-based Adaptation.
Participants in the Error-based Adaptation, U = 6434.50, p = .001, Z = −3.24, r = 0.24, expected
their performance to be superior to the No Adaptivity modality (i.e., the control group). Figure 4

5Sample size was determined by simulation of a between-subjects ANOVA on percent correct scores (μ1 = .60; μ2 = .65 μ3 =

.70.; SD = .1; α = .05; N = 300, 1-β=100%, number of simulations = 2000), which yielded a minimal detectable effect size of

partial a eta =.06 and thus small effects are detectable in our experimental design.
6Note that we have tried different weakly informative priors. However, none of them have changed the results substantially,

so we stuck with the default priors of the BayesFactor-Package.
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Fig. 4. (a): Averaged measured expectations regarding the anticipated task performance of the assigned
Adaptivity before the experiment. (b): Averagedmeasured expectations regarding the perceived performance
after the experiment. The error bars depict the standard error of the mean. Brackets indicate significant
differences. Dots are individual data points. The rhombus indicates the median value.

shows this change in performance expectations. This was not significant for the Physiology-based
Adaptation, U = 6364.50, p = .086, Z =−1.72, r = 0.1357. Note that this pattern was mirrored in
performance ratings after interaction with the system. In the Error-based Adaptation, U = 6714.50,
p = .022, Z = −2.29, r = 0.172 but not in the Physiology-based Adaptation, U = 6479.50, p = .673,
Z = 0.42, r = 0.03,8 when compared to No Adaptivity (see Figure 4(b)).
We computed a repeated-measures rank-aligned ANOVA (between =Adaptivities, within= Time

point (before vs. after UI interaction) using the ArTool that revealed a significant effect within the
Adaptivities, F (2, 252) = 5.36, p < .001. We also found a significant main effect of Time point (before
vs. after UI interaction), F (1, 252) = 179.50, p < .001. Participants judged their performance to be bet-
ter before solving the word puzzles (M = 4.12; SD = 1.04) as compared to after completing the word
puzzles (M = 2.93; SD = 1.37). The interaction of the factors in the ANOVA was not significant, F (2,
252) = 0.54, p = .5849. Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc contrasts on ranks across Adaptivities could
show that our manipulation resulted in an expectation of superior task performance, averaged
across Time Point only for the Error-based Adaptation and the control-condition, t(252) =
−3.16, p = .005 but no difference in ranks between the Physiology-based Adaptation and the
control-condition, t(252) = 0.85, p >.99, or for the comparison of Physiology-based Adaptation and

7Here, using the Bayesian equivalent of a Mann–Whitney U-Test, [105], we can show that this is not due to the NULL-

Hypothesis (no difference between ranks) being true, BF01 = 1.20, but rather due to insufficient amount of information.
8The Null-hypothesis, is about 5 times more likely than the alternative hypothesis, BF01 = 5.989.
9To verify if it is justified to conclude that expectation readjustment is uniform across Adaptivity levels, which amounts

to rejecting the NULL-hypothesis, we carried out an additional Bayesian analysis. We performed a parametric repeated-

measures Bayesian ANOVA [105] on performance ratings for each time-point. Note that this parametric analysis could be

considered more liberal. The Bayes factor comparing the model with and without interaction effect suggested that the data

were 14.78 : 1 in favor of the simple effect model, making it 15 times more likely to be true as compared to the alternative

hypothesis of differing means for each Adaptivity over time given the data. Thus, the data are in agreement with user

expectation decrease being uniform.
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Error-based Adaptation, t(252) = −2.23, p =.080. We can conclude that performance ratings before
and after interaction differed for the Error-based Adaptation from ratings the No Adaptivity-group
but not for the Physiology-based Adaptation.
Both assistantswere believed to be specifically adaptive after interaction. Participants responded

to the question “The word puzzles have adapted well to the task difficulty”, rated on a seven-point
Likert scale (1 = Do not agree at all; 7 = Absolutely agree), with a relatively more agreement as
compared to the No Adaptivity condition, (M = 3.54; SD = 1.43), Error-based Adaptation: (M = 4.30;
SD = 1.18), U = 6253.00, p < .001, Z = −3.69, r = 0.27, and Physiology-based Adaptation: (M = 4.00;
SD = 1.37), U = 7004.00, p = .026, Z = −2.20, r = 0.17. Therefore, making perceived adaptation in the
Error-based Adaptation, where participants could validate functionality similar to the Physiology-
based Adaptation condition, we follow that it is highly unlikely that subjects’ validation of system
functionality had any impact on performance expectations and thus effectiveness.

4.5 Number of Correct Responses

Task performance was operationalized as the number of correct responses participants made dur-
ing the word puzzle task (i.e., percent of correct answers). Participants solved the tasks with an
average accuracy of 69.90% (SD = 14.88%) and agreed on a 7-point Likert scale (M = 3.53; SD = 1.19)
that the word puzzles were easy to solve. Thus, objective and subjective difficulty of the word
puzzles were considered easy to medium, allowing for an ideal level of variation. We further inves-
tigated if manipulation of system description changed task performance. None of the conditions
differed significantly (Physiology-based Adaptation: M = 67.63% SD = 14.61%, t(159.86) = 1.28, p =
.203, d = 0.20; Error-based Adaptation: M = 71.14% SD = 14.68%, t(171.54) = 0.23, p = .821, d = 0.03)
as compared to the control-condition (M = 70.63%, SD = 15.28%).
The expectancy of task performance (before interaction) was substantially correlated (spearman-

correlations) with the relative number of correct responses during interaction, r = .25, p < .001. This
correlation was not uniform across groups, Physiology-based Adaptation: r = .40, p < .001, p < .001,
Error-based Adaptation: r = .27, p = .008, control-condition: r = .12, p = .289. Thus, we concluded
that if performance expectations can influence actual task performance, then this is most likely
for the Physiology-based Adaptation. We found a similar pattern for the performance ratings after
the interaction, r = .40, p < .001, which were largely uniform across Adaptivities, .39 > r < .44.
The higher they rated their own performance, the higher their individual percentage was correct.
Therefore, self-assessment of performance was valid across condition.

4.6 Workload

There was no effect on workload measured by the raw NASA-TLX for the placebo conditions
(Physiology-based Adaptation: M = 65.91; SD = 13.68), t(156.70) = −0.21, p = .831, d = −0.03; Error-
based Adaptation:M= 64.26; SD = 14.91), t(165.74) = 0.47, p = .640, d = 0.07, control;M = 65.39; SD =
17.07). This is likely because subjective performance expectations (before UI use) were unrelated,
r(spearman) = −.01, p = .818. However, performance ratings (after UI use) were negatively related
to the perceived workload, r(spearman) = −.24, p < .001. Task performance (percent correct) was
also strongly negatively related to workload, r(253) = −.35, p < .001. Participants who reported low
workload performed significantly better. Note that this relation was largely uniform across groups,
−.30 > r < −.40, and thus did not warrant a more fine grained analysis.

4.7 Specificity of Perceived Adaptiveness

We calculated a sum score for the perceived adaptiveness regarding the individual stress-level
and adaptiveness based on prior performance as presented in previous research [18] (see Ap-
pendix). The score could range from 5 to 35. High scores here indicate a high level of perceived
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Table 3. Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) of Technology Acceptance Scales
as a Function of Groups

Error-based Adaptation Physiology-based Adaptation

M (SD) M (SD) df t p d
Performance Expectancy 14.80 (4.96) 12.17 (6.08) 148.41 3.06 .003 0.48

Effort Expectancy 16.62 (4.92) 15.14 (6.57) 140.48 1.64 .102 0.26
Hedonic Motivation 11.42 (4.15) 10.40 (4.74) 154.46 1.48 .140 0.23

Personal Innovativeness 13.35 (4.29) 12.47 (4.68) 158.18 1.27 .205 0.20
Novelty 13.02 (3.54) 12.47 (5.00) 135.21 0.81 .419 0.13
Attitude 12.97 (3.51) 11.63 (4.89) 136.45 2.02 .045 0.32

Overall Reward 12.23 (3.80) 11.00 (4.90) 143.66 1.80 .074 0.28
Behavioral Intention 9.96 (3.93) 8.79 (4.62) 151.91 1.75 .082 0.27

Overall Risk 10.04 (4.10) 10.33 (4.55) 156.60 −0.43 .665 −0.07

adaptiveness based on either the physiological stress-level or performance. Adaptiveness based
on task performance did differ between the No Adaptivity (M = 17.36; SD = 7.49) and Error-based
Adaptation (M = 23.52; SD = 6.23), t(162.13) = −5.91, p < .001, d = −0.90. This difference was also
significant when comparing the No Adaptivity to the Physiology-based Adaptation (M = 21.27;
SD = 6.71), t(159.81) = −3.51, p < .001, d = −0.55. However, still the Error-based Adaptation was
rated to be more adaptive than the Physiology-based Adaptation, t(159.06) = −2.25, p = .026, d
= −0.35. A different pattern of results was found when comparing No Adaptivity (M = 15.13;
SD = 6.44) with the adaptive conditions on the scale measuring perceived adaptiveness based on
stress-levels, Physiology-based Adaptation: (M = 19.09; SD = 6.06), t(159.97) = −4.03, p < .001, d =
−0.63, Error-based Adaptation (M = 16.57; SD = 5.74), t(167.13) = 1.56, p = .120, d = 0.24. Mean adap-
tiveness based on stress-levels differed significantly between the Physiology-based Adaptation and
the Error-based Adaptation t(160.41) = −2.78, p = .006, d = −0.43. Therefore, both adaptivities were
perceived to adapt to performance, however only the Physiology-based Adaptation was perceived
to adapt to the user’s stress. We can therefore conclude that the illusion of adaptiveness is specific
to the conditions even after system evaluation, and that users did not validate the adaptive system.

4.8 Technology Acceptance

For both adaptive conditions, we measured a range of scales regarding technology acceptance on
a seven-point Likert scale. All of the scales compromised sum scores. The scales’ performance
expectancy (e.g., “I find the assistant useful in my daily life”), effort expectancy (e.g., “I find the
assistant easy to use”), and hedonic motivation (e.g., “Using the assistant is fun”) were adapted
from the UTAUT [102]. Each scale had four items rated from 1 (Do not agree at all) to 7 (Absolutely
Agree). Therefore sum-scores could have a range of 4 to 28. Personal Innovativeness (e.g., “I like
to experiment with new information technologies”), Novelty (e.g., “Using the assistant is new and
refreshing”), Attitude (e.g., “Overall, it is wise to use the assistant”), Overall reward (e.g., “Using
the assistant will be rewarding”), behavioral intention (e.g., “I intend to use the assistant to adapt
the task difficulty”), and overall risk (e.g., “Using the assistant would be risky”) were adapted from
Wells et al. [107]. The scales had three items, each rated from 1 (Do not agree at all) to 7 (Absolutely
Agree). Therefore, sum scores could have a range of 3 to 21.

Most of the scales differentiated between the conditions (see Table 3). Only performance
expectancy was slightly increased in the Error-based Adaptation condition compared to the
Physiology-based Adaptation which largely resembles the decline in performance expectations
(see Figure 4(a)). The attitude scale followed a similar trend. We therefore chose not to include
the UTAUT in our second study.
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Fig. 5. Average percentage correct for the assigned Adaptivity. Error bars denote +/− 1 standard error of the
mean.

4.9 Length of Word Puzzles

We found a potential problem area regarding word length for participants’ performance within
Experiment I when exploring our dataset; namely, that variation between groups is small for easy,
three character words and for more difficult words of eight characters, but may differ more when
encountering items of medium difficulty of five characters, see Figure 5. As this variation could
have decreased our ability to detect effects, we chose to use a validated set of word puzzles in the
English language with five characters for Experiment II, where we conducted a within-subjects
study.

4.10 Interim Discussion

Our results show that the description of an adaptivity changes the perceived system efficiency
of the user. Task performance expectations were increased before use when comparing the
Error-based Adaptation and No Adaptivity-condition (H1). This difference was not found for the
Physiology-based Adaptation-condition. In consequence the placebo effect estimates of higher per-
formance after interaction only surfaced for the Error-based Adaptation.
Participants perceived the adaptiveness to be specific to their respective groups. Thus, partic-

ipants in the Physiology-based Adaptation reported that the word puzzles were adapted to their
perceived stress-level, and participants in the group that believed they were receiving Error-based
Adaptation were strongly convinced that the word puzzles were adapted to fit their performance.
We conclude that the possibility of validating the adaptive algorithm in the Error-based Adapta-
tion-condition did not seem to hinder observing an effect on performance ratings.
Still, belief in the superiority of an adaptive system differed between individuals, and therefore,

may need to be systematically controlled to obtain a measurable behavioral effect. No effect was
found for the Physiology-based Adaptation condition, the number of errors (H2) and perceived
workload (H3) between the groups, likely due to the substantial variance in performance expecta-
tion across subjects and the associated low statistical power. This variance, however, was predic-
tive of the number of errors in the task, especially for the Physiology-based Adaptation-condition.
Therefore, we chose to replicate and extend our findings in a within-subjects experimental study
to control for the individual perception and variance of the Adaptivities.
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Fig. 6. Study procedure of Experiment II.

5 EXPERIMENT II: A PLACEBO EFFECTWHEN COMPARING INTERFACES

We revealed that an Error-based Adaptation system adaptivity produces placebo effects that impact
subjective performance expectations and performance ratings. After interaction with the system,
participants still believed in its adaptive function and could distinguish between Physiology-based
Adaptation and the Error-based Adaptation condition. We did not find an effect on objective mea-
sures regarding task performances, such as percentage of correct answers, possibly due to varying
difficulty levels in the puzzles. However, there was a strong correlation of expectancy and task
performance for the Physiology-based Adaptation-condition; thus, if user expectations can be ma-
nipulated more consistently, we expect a placebo effect of the Physiology-based Adaptation on
objective task performance and performance ratings.
Now that we have established the possible size of a placebo effect in a user study with the Error-

based Adaptation condition, we will compare the Physiology-based Adaptation adaptive system to
a control condition in a within-subject design. Hence, we compare the No Adaptivity with the
Physiology-based Adaptation. We removed the Error-based Adaptation due to its transparency and
simplicity. The Error-based Adaptation can be verified regarding its correctness, hence mitigating
a potential placebo effect. Thus, every participant encountered both the No Adaptivity and the
Physiology-based Adaptation condition in a counterbalanced order. We recruited 100 participants
who had not participated in Experiment I, where half of the participants (N = 50) started with the
Physiology-based Adaptation followed by the No Adaptivity condition. The other half started with
No Adaptivity followed by the Physiology-based Adaptation.

5.1 Method

We used a similar web app as described in Experiment I. The web app was modified to implement a
within-subjects design where participants were confronted with two conditions, see Figure 6. The
participants were instructed with a cover story to solve word puzzles using the No Adaptivity and
Physiology-based Adaptation condition as described in Experiment I. In other words, participants
solved word puzzles using each Adaptivity in a counterbalanced study design.

Each condition contained 40 word puzzles with words that were selected from Gilhooly and
Johnson [36]. Participants were asked to solve word puzzles of varying difficulty with the use
of the two different adaptivities, while items were presented randomly throughout both conditions.
The participants solved 40 words per adaptivity, resulting in 80 word puzzles for the experiment.
The words and their character arrangement were randomized for each condition. The description
of the two adaptivities, that is No Adaptivity and Physiology-based Adaptation remained the same
as in Experiment I.
We added a “calibration phase” to the procedure of Experiment II to familiarize participants

with the word puzzles. Before starting with the assigned adaptivity condition, participants were
instructed to solve five word puzzles to get used to the task. Before starting with the Physiology-
based Adaptation condition, participants were instructed to solve five word puzzles to calibrate
an artificial intelligence driving the assistance system. We added a numeric measure of perfor-
mance expectancy. Before each quiz, we asked participants how many word puzzles they were
estimating they could solve correctly. Here, participants could indicate if they expected between
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Fig. 7. Averaged expected number of correct responses as a function of the Adaptivity. Error bars denote +/−1
standard error of the mean. Blue dots are individual data points.

0 and 40 correct answers in the upcoming quiz. This provided us with an estimate of the partici-
pant’s expectancy regarding the anticipated efficiencywhile solving the task. After each adaptivity,
participants filled in a NASA-TLX questionnaire. As we had established acceptance and usability
concerning our system descriptions in Experiment I, we did not collect data on the UTAUT or
specificity of adaptiveness in Experiment II. Participants were debriefed after the experiment and
could choose if they wanted to withdraw their data or still provide them for processing. The overall
experiment took approximately 40 minutes. The experiment procedure is depicted in Figure 6.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Participants. We recruited 100 participants10 through Prolific using the same selection
parameters as in Experiment I, adding that they must not have been participants in Experiment I
to the recruitment query. Data cleaning was done resembling the previous study: 19% (19 of 100)
participants who did not answer all three validation questions correctly were removed. We also
removed 10 instances where participants completed less than 10% (4 of 40 puzzles) one participant
who only completed half the study. No suspiciously short experimental runs were found in this
study. This procedure left 75 participants in our sample to analyze. A total of 40 participants re-
ported to be female, 34 reported participants to be of male gender, and 1 participant did not disclose
their gender.

5.2.2 Subjective Evaluation. We computed a rank-aligned repeated measures ANOVA to ana-
lyze user performance expectations prior and post interaction (within-subjects factor) with the
adaptivity, (within-subjects factor). There was a significant effect of the adaptivity, F (1, 222) =
74.70, p < .001. Participants believed that their performance would be superior when assigned
the Physiology-based Adaptation (M = 4.31, SD = 1.02) placebo condition as compared to the

10Sample size was determined analytically of paired t-test on percentage of correct scores (SDdif f = .1; α = .05; N = 100,

1-β=80%), which yielded a minimal detectable effect size of μ = .028 thus rather small effects were detectable with our

experimental design and sample given the statistical model.
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Fig. 8. (a): Averaged measured user expectations regarding the anticipated task performance of the assigned
Adaptivity before the experiment, Z = −5.59, p < .001, r = 0.64. (b): Averaged measured user expectations
regarding the perceived usefulness of the assigned Adaptivity after the experiment, Z = −3.94, p < .001, r =
0.45. The error bars depict the standard error of the mean. Brackets indicate significant differences.

control-condition, (M = 2.93, SD = 1.26). There was also a significant effect of Time point (before vs.
after UI interaction), F (1, 222) = 67.21, p < .001, indicating that after interaction expectations were
readjusted. Interaction with the system diminished expectations at an average of about 1.5 points
when comparing expectations before (M =4.29, SD = 0.95) and after system exploration (M = 2.95,
SD = 1.35). The interaction effect of adaptivity and time was again non-significant, F (1, 222) = 0.04,
p = .837.
Still, we compared group means prior and post interaction and both were distinguishable, see

Figure 8. Note that this lack of an interaction-effect11 implies that the readjustment of expectation
was consistent across the adaptivity and thus the placebo effect persisted after interaction with
the sham system.
In line with subjective expectations on the Likert scale ratings, numeric estimates of perfor-

mance also increased in response to our placebo-manipulation t(74) = −2.73, p = .008, d = −0.32.
Participants expected to solve about three more word puzzles when instructed that they would
be receiving Physiology-based Adaptation (M =24.39, SD = 8.93) as compared to No Adaptivity
(M =21.05, SD = 8.90, see Figure 7).

5.2.3 Number of Correct Responses. We found no difference in task performance between
groups, t(74) = −0.15, p = .882, d =−0.0212. Both the control-group (M = 60.77 %, SD = 20.19) and the

11To verify if it is justified to conclude that expectation readjustment is uniform across the adaptivity, which amounts

to rejecting the NULL-hypothesis, we carried out an additional parametric Bayesian analysis. We performed a repeated-

measures Bayesian ANOVA [105] on user expectations for each time-point. The Bayes factor comparing the model with

and without interaction effect suggests that the data were 4.99 : 1 in favor of the simple effect model, making it five times

more likely to be true as compared to the alternative hypothesis of differing means for each adaptivity over time given the

data. Thus, the data are in agreement with user expectation decrease being uniform.
12Using the Bayesian equivalent of a t-test [57], we estimate the NULL-model with no differences between conditions is

7.7 times more likely, given the data, than the alternative model assuming differences in means.
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Physiology-based Adaptation (M = 61.20%, SD = 19.63) group did not differ in terms of solving of the
word puzzles. Again, we investigated whether individual differences in subjective performance ex-
pectations could explain differences in performance between condition, computing the difference
in performance expectations between conditions and the difference between conditions in objec-
tive performance, i.e., percent correct. In line with the previous study, we found a correlation
of performance (percent correct) and expectation, r(73)=. 28, p=.014. The larger the difference in
expectations in favor of the Physiology-based Adaptation prior to the interaction, the larger the
difference in performance in favor of the Physiology-based Adaptation.

5.2.4 Workload. Again, we found no significant effect on workload as operationalized by the
NASA-TLX, between the two conditions, t(74) = −1.81, p = .074, d = −0.21. Still on a descriptive
level, the Physiology-based Adaptation-condition produced more workload (M = 71.79, SD = 14.94)
as compared to the control-condition (M = 66.83, SD = 17.86). There were no significant differences
between conditions on the subscales, all d < .20.

In sum, we found in Experiment II that user expectations could be manipulated by a description
of an adaptive system (H1). Participants expected superior performancewhen being assigned to the
Physiology-based Adaptation-condition as compared to the No Adaptivity-condition. As indicated
by the number of errors when solving the word puzzles, user performance was not affected by our
sham-treatment (H2); however, as in Experiment I, we found a substantial correlation between task
performance and user expectations, which gives partial support to H2. Much like in Experiment I,
we found no effect of assistance on workload during completion of our task (H3).

6 DISCUSSION

Our study investigated if and how evaluation of AI systems are affected by a placebo effect. A
perceived improvement occurred after using the AI system. While we have not found any indica-
tions of a placebo effect on objective metrics of task performance, our study shows how system
descriptions change performance expectancy and how these affect common usability metrics, e.g.,
performance ratings of the UTAUT, for different AI systems. The sustained belief of improvement
after interaction constitutes the placebo effect. Considering that describing system functionality
is common in HCI studies of AI, it is possible that some studies using subjective evaluations have
fallen short on controlling for placebo effects in their study design. Our results should thus mo-
tivate future researchers to consider placebo control to ensure that system evaluations are not
biased by user expectations.
We attribute our findings to three critical factors. First, the manipulating system descriptions

manifest subjectively in performance expectations of the Physiology-based Adaptation (H1). These
expectations decrease slightly but persist after the use of the system (placebo effect; H2). Second,
there was no direct effect of manipulating performance expectations on task performance across
both studies (H2). Notably, this is in line with the literature on placebo and cognitive enhancement.
For instance, a sham sound treatment [89] or an expectation manipulation of receiving Ritalin, a
potent drug that increases focus [66], only increased subjective expectations but not the objective
performance metrics themselves. This notion of placebo effects only manifesting subjectively is
also supported by meta-analysis that compared subjective and objective placebo-responses across
130 medical studies [44]. However, we found a relationship between performance expectations and
the percentage of correct answers: The more an individual participant believed in the superiority
of the Physiology-based Adaptation, the larger the performance gain when solving word puzzles.
Third, we found in Experiment I that participants do not validate the system’s functionality. In
Experiment I, both allegedly adaptive systems were indeed judged to be adaptive. Thus, the possi-
bility to validate the adaptive algorithm does not alter the formation of performance expectations.
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This is in line with the literature on automation-bias; the tendency to disregard contradictory in-
formation when being supported by automated decision making systems [14]. We did not find any
effects on workload (H3).

6.1 Theoretical Implications

6.1.1 Technology Acceptance. Our data can be integrated into the current evaluation models of
technology acceptance [15, 102] based on three points. First, we found that the mere presence of a
system description, albeit with no functionality, influences system evaluation. Therefore, system
usability and ease of use on a behavioral level are not the only critical factors to technological
acceptance; subjective perception must also be considered. Second, in terms of performance ex-
pectation, beneficial subjective judgment persisted after system use in both of our experiments.
One could explain this continuance of belief in terms of confirmation bias [76]), which describes
the propensity of participants to gather evidence for confirming a hypothesis. Here, the confirma-
tory evidence of receiving an easy puzzle appearing after making an error, could have influenced
the judgment more than non-confirmatory evidence, i.e., of receiving no adaptivity at all. There-
fore, in line with theories on technology acceptance, we can conclude that expectations can persist
even if participants are presented with counterfactual information. Our experimental design was
not intended to test expectation confirmation effects, hence our system descriptions were not con-
structed to implement judgments regarding satisfaction. Instead, we focused on the performance
of the interaction with adaptive AI systems. Still, we observed decreases in performance expec-
tations after interaction with the alleged adaptive systems. However, this decrease was largely
uniform across all adaptivities. Third, we observed performance gains only in participants who
expected these gains. Technology acceptance models such as the UTAUT [103] emphasize the role
of subjective evaluation, as participants’ demographics, prior experience, can mitigate both per-
formance expectations and their influence over user behavior. In sum, our findings can emphasize
the role of subjective expectations in theories of technological acceptance and call for close control
for these when evaluating “superior” technology.

6.1.2 Placebo Theory and Classification. In placebo research, there are two concurrent mech-
anisms for explaining placebo effects. Expectancy-oriented accounts suggest that placebo effects
appear due to an increased belief in the efficacy of a treatment. Conditioned response accounts, on
the other hand, describe the placebo effect on the level of previously obtained stimulus-response
(e.g., between taking a pill and healing) associations. Our AI-based adaptive system was entirely
novel to the subjects, thus we argue that no stimulus-response associations could form. Therefore,
our results agree with the former expectancy-based account of placebo effects.
The placebo literature in Medicine and Psychology emphasizes either physical artifacts (e.g.,

pills) or psychological treatment [17, 95]. However, placebo effects impact upon the confidence
that can be placed in allegedly functional power-ups in a range of fields, for example, influencing
gaming immersion when employing a phantom AI [18, 20] or control modules [100], or when
cooperating with an assistive AI. Therefore, our literature survey and the present experiments can
add a novel category to the placebo literature; namely, placebos introduced by digital artifacts. Our
study is the first to investigate such a placebo in interaction with an alleged adaptive AI. Future
research may investigate how digital placebos differ from physical or purely psychological placebo
treatments on subjective and objective evaluation metrics.

6.2 Controlling for Placebo Effects

Adding digital placebos to the placebo literature would entail quantifying and experimentally con-
trolling for placebo effects in HCI studies, much like in psychological and medical studies.
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6.2.1 Control in Pharmacological Trials is Not Applicable to HCI. Indeed, the placebo effect can
be so prominent in medicine that many pharmacological trials typically compare a novel medical
treatment (e.g., a new medicine or vaccine) against a placebo-control group (see Figure 1(b)) that
receives only the placebo. This is done to ensure that participants cannot tell if they are in the
experimental or control group, hence controlling user expectations before the actual treatment.
User studies in HCI are confronted with larger obstacles in terms of placebo-control compared to
pharmacological trials [34]. Participants in user studies can be aware of the novelty of the user
interface they are assessing by knowing in which user group they are, i.e., assuming that the novel
interface, that is different from a known one, can be better. To investigate the expectancy with
the participants’ subjective perception and objective performance, we measure the expectancies
before and after using each Adaptivity.

6.2.2 Polling Expectations Prior and Post-Interaction. In this case, participants are unlikely to
be naive or hold neutral expectations when presented with a novel and allegedly powerful tech-
nology such as AI that suggests improvement in terms of human capabilities. In other words, it is
incorrect to assume an equivalence between control and experimental groups prior to interaction
with intelligent and non-intelligent systems. Unfortunately, this casts doubt on the validity and
robustness of user studies in that area that involve the interaction with intelligent technology. As
far as we know, it is atypical to poll user expectations before and after a user study. Nonetheless,
this should be a necessary consideration if a strong belief in the superiority of an intelligent system
can generate favorable evaluations. Thus, in line with a recent discourse on research practices [9],
HCI researchers must entertain the idea that many reported findings might be biased in favor of
novel technologies.

6.2.3 Adding Placebo-Control Conditions. What are the practical implications of placebo effects
for conducting user research? User studies should focus on normalizing and controlling the bias of
user expectations. By introducing an active control group, or even a placebo-control to the study
design, one can investigate whether the novel system exceeds the usability above and beyond the
expectations. However, employing a placebo-control can be inefficient, unethical, or not possible,
for example, when a placebo can be easily identified or when working with vulnerable patient
samples requiring active treatment. In such cases, one can statistically control for the effect of
expectations as presented in this study. This requires the quantification of expectations before the
test itself with subsequent normalization of the bias afterward in the analysis.

6.2.4 Objective Measures Are Less Susceptible to Placebo Effects. One could also try to resolve
the issue by turning to so-called objective measures [87], where the participant is blind to the
measurement rationale employed (e.g., an implicit association test) or physiological measures
where the response is hard to modulate deliberately (e.g., electroencephalography [70]). We do
not think that this is a promising approach for two reasons. First, we found effects not only on
self-reports but also on a behavioral level, albeit no main effect but only a correlation. The partic-
ipants’ performance expectancy improved when they had the assistance of a superior technology
(i.e., Physiology-based Adaptation). Second, physiological responses can also be altered by the par-
ticipants’ expectations [11], hence explaining mixed results when researching implicit physiolog-
ically adapting systems [96]. In line with placebo studies [50, 95], we recommend assessing the
participant’s expectations before use and compare them with the expectations after use. Correlat-
ing the UI superiority with the user’s task performance can also serve as a pretest to anticipate
the impact of expectations on the study results. One could also entertain the idea that qualitative
methods may be superior when it comes to the bias of user expectations. A skilled interviewer
may narrow down and identify the design aspects that might yield a favorable attitude toward the
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system or if a positive evaluation is only due to differential expectations. A qualitative interview
before interaction with a UI could also normalize user expectations by explicitly addressing the
role of novelty in evaluating a technological invention and thus making study participants aware
of their potentially biased responses beforehand. Whether these strategies present a suitable solu-
tion to placebo-control needs to be investigated in future studies.

6.3 Exploiting the Placebo Effect

6.3.1 Persistence of Effects. Our results show a strong positive correlation between the
description-induced subjective user expectations and the task performance during Physiology-
based Adaptation. Here, we find that the narrative of the condition leads to a belief toward the
utility of adaptivity, which reflects in improved performance compared to participants who do not
believe in the superiority of the adaptivity. This shows that high user expectations indeed pro-
duce a placebo effect regarding the participant’s perception (i.e., H1 and H2 are supported). This
trend was clearly visible for the Physiology-based Adaptation condition, but not in the Error-based
Adaptation. A potential reason for this is the participants’ ability to self-validate their own pro-
vided input directly during the Error-based Adaptation. In contrast, Physiology-based Adaptation
adds an encouraging non-transparent layer of improvement. Probing the users’ beliefs after the
experiment resulted in a lower score for the Physiology-based Adaptation compared to Error-based
Adaptation, effectively reversing their belief in the superiority of the two adaptivities. This was
revealed on the UTAUT questionnaire, that showed a significant difference between Error-based
Adaptation and Physiology-based Adaptation on the “Performance Expectancy” scale. This finding
validates our assumption that high user expectations before interaction with an implicitly adapt-
ing UI (i.e., Physiology-based Adaptation) lower one’s belief in superiority more after interaction,
compared to an explicit UI adaptation (i.e., Error-based Adaptation).

6.3.2 Designing for Placebo. We suggest, in line with [18, 33, 100], that shaping the user’s ex-
pectations before interaction with a novel technology can create better user experiences. Thus,
communication in the system’s abilities and functioning, even if highly inaccurate, can poten-
tially increase usability. This hypothesis on communication in technological innovation certainly
deserves further investigation regarding the constraints and applicability of placebo effects in a
user evaluation. Especially when considering that the Physiology-based Adaptation condition was
judged to be less adaptive after interaction as compared to the Error-based Adaptation, this suggests
that dis-confirmed expectations can potentially lead to unfavorable evaluations. Still, if carefully
framed, a narrative may gauge the perceived functioning and utility of a system.

6.3.3 FATE: Fairness, Accountability, Transparency, and Explainability. We have not polled the
perceived system complexity but assume that there are differences between the Error-based Adapta-
tion and the Physiology-based Adaptation that could relate to differences in perceived transparency.
While the Error-based Adaptation could be considered a rather trivial system of an error result-
ing in an easier item, the Physiology-based Adaptation could be considered a rather complex and
less transparent system. For expectations to manifest in performance ratings post-interaction a
semi-accurate mental model needs to be established, as only then can performance expectations
be confirmed or disconfirmed [15, 33, 98, 102]. Revisiting our results from this perspective can
explain why the Physiology-based Adaptation system in Experiment I could not produce an ex-
pectancy effect or a placebo effect. Participants were unable to probe the system before doing the
task, thus increasing the perceived transparency of the AI. In contrast, Experiment II was designed
as a within-subjects study with a standardized system exploration, doubled number of trials, and
familiarity with the task due to repeated measurements. Providing participants with more informa-
tion to build their individual mental model of the relatively complex Physiology-based Adaptation
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system could have increased perceived transparency. Making the inner working of the AI accessi-
ble is a core feature in strengthening the user’s belief in performance gains which should be tested
in future studies. Considering our results on the placebo effect for the Error-based Adaptation [33],
post-hoc explanations of system decisions could increase performance ratings.
Our studies can also add to the literature on trust in automated systems. Overtrust refers to the

notion that subjective system capabilities exceed objective system capabilities [58]. While these
studies typically investigate trust with regard to functional systems, our studies show that non-
functional systems can also provide a belief in performance capabilities. One could argue that
this is negligible in practice or may even be desirable for technology adoption in private domains
including video games [20], but could be detrimental for safety-critical contexts such as a semi-
autonomous vehicle. Indeed, the literature on automation bias can show that contradictory infor-
mation is not integrated in subsequent interaction when using automated systems [14, 92]. Hence,
automation bias paired with increased expectations could foster an even stronger placebo effect of
AI but also shift accountability from the user toward the autonomous system. Aligned with this,
we know that user perceived fairness of AI is subjective [2]. Manipulating perceived fairness by
changing system descriptions could likewise be possible.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

6.4.1 Assessing Qualitative Data. Although we demonstrate the placebo effect induced by ex-
pectancy in two experiments, we have only found out a little about the factors that make up the
placebo effect. Moving from a large-scale online study to a more controlled in-person study could
allow for a closer examination of what factors contributed to participants’ ratings of superior per-
formance after interaction. We thus encourage future work that investigates the placebo effect
in human–machine interaction to use mixed methods, thus supplementing quantitative data (e.g.,
physiological and behavioral data) with qualitative statements that can closely examinewhatmade
participants believe in the alleged system’s functionality.

6.4.2 Providing Participants with Incentives. About 30% of the participants in each study had
to be excluded from the analysis due to careless responding or lack of engagement in the study.
While participants were paid for their participation, thoughtful responding was not incentivized.
Garcia et al. [33] have used a consensus-oriented financial incentive, that is, they gave participants
a bonus if they chose the system that was preferred by the majority. Future studies that evaluate
placebo effects in HCI should follow this approach to use such a consensus-oriented financial
incentive in system performance ratings which could promote careful evaluation and building of
a representative mental model. Whether this weakens or strengthens the placebo effects needs to
be investigated.

6.4.3 Long-Term Effects. Some limitations have to be taken into account. Our current results
showed that our participants’ positive expectations of the adaptivity systems decreased after expe-
riencing them. However, we could not establish if they might be eradicated entirely or even turn
negative. It would be necessary to perform studies on prolonged use to understand this better. A
more thorough understanding of the placebo effect, the factors that mitigate it with system famil-
iarity, and the time-scale of these interactions would help us better understand higher-level issues
such as early technological adoption, acceptance, and disillusionment.

6.4.4 Nocebo Effect. In this study, the placebo was an alleged adaptive AI that should increase
performance by selecting appropriate word puzzles and presenting them to the participant. Other
studies in the domain of cognitive enhancement also use a so-called nocebo-condition, which is
a sham treatment that shapes an expectation of impairing or even worsening task performance.
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In our case, this would add another condition to the experimental design in which an alleged
challenging AI is used, i.e., one that suggests the most challenging word puzzles. This would allow
researchers to closely see whether expectations of improvement and impairment similarly produce
subjective performance expectations as well as gains or decreases in task performance. We are
aware of one study that investigated biasing effects of AI descriptions. Describing art as being
generated by AI prompted less favorable evaluations compared to descriptions of human-made
artwork [85]. Thus, adding a nocebo-condition may allow for closer inspection of expectation
effects in HCI-studies.

6.4.5 Prior User Experience. It is possible that our instructions on the alleged adaptivities could
have directly contributed to the strength of the placebo effect. However, it is worth noting that this
is an arbitrary decision that all HCI researchers have to make in introducing their systems to users.
The current study is inconclusive for the specific factors that could have resulted in a larger placebo
effect in the Physiology-based Adaptation condition. We believe that this is because participants
had no access to verifying if the alleged system worked. An alternative explanation that is in line
with placebo-conditioning accounts [95], could be that the Physiology-based Adaptation was less
familiar to our participants than Error-based Adaptation systems. As far as the subjective results
indicate, our participants considered both alleged systems to be equally novel.

6.4.6 Variation in Novelty. A valid criticism of our system descriptions could be that the Error-
based Adaptation and the Physiology-based Adaptation condition differed with respect to novelty.
This could have produced the difference between the conditions for the relation of task perfor-
mance and expectations. We do not think this is a likely scenario as perceived novelty did not dif-
fer between the adaptive conditions. Both adaptive systems were considered to be equally novel.
We did not control for individual differences (e.g., verbal fluency, stress) and how this could have
impacted upon task performance across the test conditions. However, this study benefits from a
large sample size, and participants were randomly assigned to the different adaptivities. Follow-up
research could model individual variance in perceived novelty explicitly by performing a pre-study
test for individual traits that couldmodulate the placebo effect and include it in regression analyses.

6.4.7 Generalizability to Other HCI Studies. Finally, our study presents a simple interaction
with technology that constrains the placebo effect to an adaptive condition and to a set of par-
ticipants who believed in the superiority of the assistant. Note that these characteristics are also
relevant in medical and psychological placebo studies [3, 27]. Whether other HCI studies inherent
characteristics such as heightened user expectations and implicit technology, and how placebo
effects can unfold in response to other study characteristics still needs to be investigated. Nev-
ertheless, our study could strengthen the argument that employing a placebo-control group is
necessary to properly infer the superiority of a novel UI [96]. Our current recommendations are
limited to the placebo effect on task performance and user acceptance. However, we plan to evalu-
ate alternative metrics for their susceptibility as well. For this, it would be necessary to extensively
evaluate the metrics that are currently used to determine technological adoption and deployment.
This could lead to a more comprehensive framework for developing analytical tools that control
user expectations in user studies.

7 CONCLUSION

Users approach technology with certain expectations, and researchers themselves will describe
their technology prior to testing in ways that could bias expectations. This work shows that sub-
jective expectations and task performance concerning alleged technological innovation can be
affected by the system description. We report a placebo effect; a belief of system functionality
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induced by a sham-treatment after interaction, in HCI in the case of collaboration with an AI. Our
study suggests that placebo effects can be present in HCI. Thus, we believe that much like other
fields of human-related research, such as psychology, medicine, and sport sciences, HCI studies
should consider placebo-control. We provide the source code of the application, the collected data,
and the analysis scripts to foster further research in this area.13

APPENDICES

We present the used questionnaires in the following. When referring to Likert items, we use a
seven-point Likert scale.14

A VALIDATION QUESTIONS

We asked participants three validation questions in experiment I and experiment II after presenting
the instructions and before the participants started to solve the word puzzles. We asked the vali-
dation questions to investigate if participants understood the instructions correctly. Participants
who did not answer all three questions correctly were excluded from the analysis.

(1) What are the two conditions present in this study with regard to the adaptation of the task
difficulty?

(a) No support through adaptation and AI-based analysis of the camera image.
(b) AI-based analysis of the camera image and adaptation by weather conditions.
(c) Adaptation by analysis of surroundings and adaptation by the current location.

(2) What is analyzed by the AI during the study?
(a) Daylight.
(b) Pulse and emotional states through facial features using the camera image.
(c) Surrounding objects in the image.

(3) What are the measured metrics used for?
(a) Evaluation of the Internet connection.
(b) Adaptation of the task difficulty.
(c) Selection of correct browser settings.

B CUSTOMIZED QUESTIONS

We asked the following custom questions using seven-point Likert items after each condition.

(1) The word puzzles adapted to my stress level.
(2) The word puzzles were easy to solve.
(3) I am using the same or a similar assistive system on a regular basis.

C ADAPTED QUESTIONS

We adapted the Likert scales fromDenisova et al. [18] tomatch the narrative of the task description.
We used five out of six questions that were presented using seven-point Likert items. We omitted
one question measuring the system intervention on a player’s character.

(1) The word puzzles were generated according to my stress level.
(2) New word puzzles in the task appeared based on my stress level.
(3) The word puzzles were matched to my stress level.
(4) The behavior of the word puzzles changed when I was feeling bored or stressed.
(5) The word puzzles were not adapted sensibly to my stress level.

13https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/W4Q6J - last access 2022-04-10.
141: Do not agree at all; 7: Absolutely agree.
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Table 4. Adapted UTAUTQuestions Asked after Every Condition

Performance Expectancy

I find the assistant useful in my daily life.
Using the assistant increases my chances of achieving things that are important to me.
Using the assistant helps me accomplish things more quickly.
Using the assistant increases my productivity.

Effort Expectancy

Learning how to use the assistant was easy for me.
My interaction with the assistant is clear and understandable.
I find the assistant easy to use.
It is easy for me to become skillful at using the assistant.

Hedonic Motivation

Using the assistant is fun.
Using the assistant is enjoyable.
Using the assistant is very entertaining.

Table 5. Questions about the Effect of Perceived Novelty on the Adoption of Information Technology
Innovations by Wells et al.

Personal Innovativeness
If I heard about a new information technology, I would look for ways to
experiment with it.
Among my peers, I am usually the first to try out new information technologies.
I like to experiment with new information technologies.

Novelty
I found using the assistant to be a novel experience.
Using the assistant is new and refreshing.
The assistant represents a neat and novel way of adapting the task difficulty.

Attitude
Overall, it is a good idea to use the assistant.
Overall, it is wise to use the assistant.
Overall, it is effective to use the assistant.

Overall Reward
On the whole, considering all sorts of factors combined, it is rewarding to sign
up for and use the assistant.
Using the assistant will be rewarding.

Behavioral Intention
I intend to use the assistant to adapt the task difficulty.
My intention is to use the assistant instead of other non-adaptive systems.
It is my intention to use the assistant at home or work.

Overall Risk
On the whole, considering all sorts of factors combined, it is risky to sign up for
and use the assistant.
Using the assistant would be risky.
Using the assistant would add great uncertainty to my interaction.

D UTAUT

We used the three UTAUT items Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy, and Hedonic Motiva-
tion to measure the user expectancy and satisfaction [102]. We adapted the questions to meet the
objectives of our study. The questions were asked after every condition (see Table 4).

E WELLS ET AL.

We used all six question items used by Wells et al. [108]. We probed the participants after each
condition using seven-point Likert items (see Table 5).
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F NASA-TLX

We used the NASA-TLX questionnaire to quantify the perceived task load for each adaptivity [38].
We calculated the raw NASA-TLX based on the 6 items ranging between 1 and 20.15

(1) Mental Demand: How mentally demanding was the task?
(2) Physical Demand: How physically demanding was the task?
(3) Temporal Demand: How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?
(4) Performance: How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?16

(5) Effort: How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?
(6) Frustration: How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you?
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